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Free read Secret lives of the first ladies cormac obrien Copy

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 martha washington was the first first lady of the united states and she was married to george washington from 1750 to 1757 she was a very capable woman
but she wasted no time in finding another husband 2 george washington was the first president of the united states and he was also the husband of martha washington martha was a wealthy woman but she was also very charitable and sociable
she helped make her husband and the united states and not just because of her wealth 3 after john custis s death his will was a headache for daniel and martha because it stipulated that his illegitimate son by a slave woman mulatto jack be freed
and inherit a handsome portion of the parke custis fortune this newly updated collection of biographies showcases all the secrets scandals and trivia from america s first ladies whether she s a leading lady loyal spouse or lightning rod for
scandal the first lady of the united states has always been in the spotlight and in 2017 that was truer than ever this revised and expanded edition from quirk s best selling secret lives series features outrageous and uncensored profiles of the
women of the white house from martha washington to melania trump it comes complete with hundreds of little known politically incorrect and downright wacko facts did you know that dolley madison loved to chew tobacco mary todd lincoln
conducted s�ances on a regular basis eleanor roosevelt and ellen wilson both carried guns jacqueline kennedy spent 121 000 on her wardrobe in a single year betty ford liked to chat on cb radios her handle was first mama and much much more
secrets lives of the first ladies features outrageous and uncensored profiles of all the presidents wives from publisher description these collected biographies on the wacky secrets and scandals of the first ladies of the united states casts
american history in a whole new light whether she s a leading lady loyal spouse or lightning rod for scandal the first lady of the united states has always been in the spotlight and in 2017 that was truer than ever this revised and expanded
edition from quirk s best selling secret lives series features outrageous and uncensored profiles of the women of the white house from martha washington to melania trump it comes complete with hundreds of little known politically incorrect and
downright wacko facts did you know that dolley madison loved to chew tobacco mary todd lincoln conducted s�ances on a regular basis eleanor roosevelt and ellen wilson both carried guns jacqueline kennedy spent 121 000 on her wardrobe
in a single year betty ford liked to chat on cb radios her handle was first mama with chapters on every woman who s ever made it to the white house secret lives of the first ladies tackles all the tough questions that other history books are
afraid to ask how many of these women owned slaves which ones were cheating on their husbands and why was eleanor roosevelt serving hot dogs to the king and queen of england american history was never this much fun in school from the
author of our popular secret lives of the u s presidents comes another rambunctious look at white house history and this time women are in the spotlight secret lives of the first ladies features outrageous and uncensored profiles of all the
presidents wives you ll discover that dolley madison loved to chew tobacco mary todd lincoln was committed to an asylum and mamie eisenhower never missed an episode of as the world turns you ll also learn why hillary clinton went to work
for wal mart long before she started campaigning for a higher minimum wage complete with biographics of every first lady secret lives of the first ladies tackles tough questions that other history books are afraid to ask how many of these
women owned slaves which ones were cheating on their husbands and why did eleanor roosevelt serve hot dogs to the king and queen of england american history was never this much fun first ladies are more than just wives of u s presidents this fun
kid friendly book of trivia and history shows that first ladies help influence america in ways both large and small did you know that mary todd lincoln hated slavery and helped to end it in america or that edith wilson helped decode secret
messages during world war i how about that sarah polk didn t let anyone dance in the white house while she was first lady it s true in addition to being hostesses advocates ambassadors activists patriots and role models each first lady put her
own stamp on the white house and on our country in this fun filled fact filled book you can find out just what made each first lady unique and why they were so important as it turns out first ladies are a pretty big deal after all this book is
perfect for fans of so you want to be president and rad american women from a z rebels trailbalzers and visionaries who shaped our history and our future and is a great entry point to discussing elections inaugurations and all aspects of the
white house with children praise for what s the big deal about first ladies a breezy way to as abigail adams urged remember the ladies kirkus reviews starred review this title does an excellent job of highlighting the important roles that these
women played throughout history a delightful introduction to america s first ladies for elementary u s history collections school library journal packed with interesting facts and illustrated with style this upbeat overview of america s first
ladies will entertain kids intrigued by history booklist author s abstract this study investigates media stereotyping of american first ladies laura welch bush and hillary rodham clinton principally using quantitative and qualitative content
analysis the research explores the amount and qualities of time magazine s news coverage during their husband s first terms of office to establish i who between mrs clinton and mrs bush is framed as most often politically active and ii who between
them is more negatively stereotyped hypotheses predict that the most politically active first lady will attract more media coverage and more negative stereotypes both hypotheses were supported by the research which indicate that hillary
clinton was framed both as the most politically active and negatively stereotyped of the two american presidents polk to hayes what they did what they said what was said about them is the second book in a planned five volume series covering
all the presidents these 43 men so far have succeeded in some regards and failed in others as they strove to do the best they could in what is surely one of the most difficult jobs in the world only they can truly appreciate what it takes to be the
president others can only speculate people feel strongly about u s presidents some they admire others they hate it is fair game to criticize a president s actions and policies however questioning their commitment to american ideals seems like hitting
below the belt there are no willing villains most people can find justification for their actions beliefs and prejudices each president strove to do the best he could for the nation and its people this goal of the book is not to praise presidents nor is it
to condemn them the subtitle of each of the five books in the series what they did what they said what was said about them perfectly describes the approach adopted to tell their stories in a unique way meant to entertain as well as inform readers
are asked to make their own judgments of the presidencies based on more information that the semi myths they may recall history courses or what is preached in the many longstanding and despicable negative campaigning mudslinging and character
assassination reports they hear from partisans one can find much to admire about each of the presidents and unfortunately much to deplore soldiers are told that in giving salutes to officers is not honoring the individuals but rather their rank if
there are presidents readers just feel they cannot salute hopefully they can salute the presidency a portrait of an ambitious brilliant and hardworking woman it details the many roles rosalynn played in support of president jimmy carter and also
documents the ambivalence of the american public to some of her activities from george washington to barack obama this collection of weird and wild but true facts will show you a whole other side of our nation s leaders andrew jackson was
married to a bigamist martin van buren wore pistols in the senate chamber in case things got too rowdy franklin pierce ran over a woman with his horse while in office and was arrested but was released when the police realized he was the president
james garfield could simultaneously write greek with one hand and latin with the other dwight d eisenhower s nickname for his staff driver was private parts barack obama can bench press 200 pounds made to stick by chip heath meets thing explainer
by randall munroe in this illustrated guide to navigating today s post truth landscape filled with real world examples of disinformation campaigns the average person receives 4 000 to 10 000 media messages a day it s no wonder we struggle to
separate the news from the noise and fact from fiction but in these unprecedented times it s essential to democracy that we do for anyone struggling to figure out how to live and vote their values how to win the war on truth is here to help you
ll learn the history of propaganda from edward bernays to fox news why simple messages are so powerful how social messaging creates unconscious biases who profits from propaganda how propaganda is manufactured and delivered directly to
you filled with real world examples of disinformation campaigns that impact every citizen and clever illustration how to win the war on truth will help you see the world with clear eyes for the first time what do we think of when we think pink in
this richly illustrated homage to the color artist kaye blegvad explores its significance across history and cultures from gender connotations to product marketing symbols and iconography and more through engaging mini essays interactive
exercises object studies and interviews readers will learn about a vibrant miscellany of pink facts and pink occurrences like iconic applications of the color from elvis s cars to cotton candy or the etymology of phrases like tickled pink pink slip or
rose tinted glasses this ebook will captivate those with a passion for pink and anyone with a curiosity about color this four volume set documents the complexity and richness of women s contributions to american history and culture
empowering all students by demonstrating a more populist approach to the past based on the content of most textbooks it would be easy to reach the erroneous conclusion that women have not contributed much to america s history and
development nothing could be further from the truth offering comprehensive coverage of women of a diverse range of cultures classes ethnicities religions and sexual identifications this four volume set identifies the many ways in which women have
helped to shape and strengthen the united states this encyclopedia is organized into four chronological volumes with each volume further divided into three sections each section features an overview essay and thematic essay as well as detailed
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entries on topics ranging from lady gaga to ladybird johnson lucy stone and lucille ball and from the international ladies of rhythm to the international ladies garment workers union the set also includes a vast variety of primary documents
such as personal letters public papers newspaper articles recipes and more these primary documents enhance users learning opportunities and enable readers to better connect with the subject matter a delightful collection of love letters by
american presidents to their wives and lovers revealing an intimate and deeply personal side of our leaders our presidents loom so large in history that we often forget they are human are you prepared for the storm of love making is a collection
of handwritten love letters that offers a surprising and intimate portrait of the men who occupied the white house from george washington to barack obama these are not the presidents we see in history books instead when they courted the women
they wanted to marry or seduced women outside of their marriage they often showed a side the public did not see playful passionate tender consumed by desire some of the letters are incredibly romantic and surprisingly so it took richard nixon
years to convince pat ryan to marry him someday let me see you again in september maybe others will make you blush staid looking woodrow wilson about to return home from a trip warned his wife of ten years do you think you can stand the
unnumerable kisses and the passionate embraces you will receive are you prepared for the storm of lovemaking with which you will be assailed in letters to one of his mistresses warren g harding referred to his penis as jerry letters which would
later be used to blackmail him all the letters show the writer at his most vulnerable we see letters of sorrow written about the death of a child or during a time of separation while the president was away on the battlefield this beautiful book
is a captivating collection of love stories revealing a human side of the men we still honor today an entertaining and informative look at our paranormal presidencies bill fawcett author of oval office oddities the discovery channel s a haunting
meets the history channel s the presidents inside this collection of strange but true tales of white house weirdness brian m thomsen offers a series of nonpartisan accounts of spirits specters and supernatural beliefs by and about those who have
inhabited the white house readers will learn which u s presidents have claimed to encounter ufos and which have been connected to ghosts as well as which of our nation s leaders have consulted with fortune tellers or otherwise been associated
with other aspects of the occult famous subjects include warren g harding and the curse of the hope diamond the uncanny similarities between the lives and deaths of john f kennedy and abraham lincoln george washington s visions ronald and nancy
reagan s reliance on psychics the haunted homes of dolly madison and rosalyn carter jimmy carter s ufo sighting hillary clinton s experience with channeling the mysterious curse of tecumseh the secret societies of presidents and much more this
encyclopedia offers an indispensable reference guide to twentieth century fiction in the english language with nearly 500 contributors and over one million words it is the most comprehensive and authoritative reference guide to twentieth century
fiction in the english language contains over 500 entries of 1000 3000 words written in lucid jargon free prose by an international cast of leading scholars arranged in three volumes covering british and irish fiction american fiction and world
fiction with each volume edited by a leading scholar in the field entries cover major writers such as saul bellow raymond chandler john steinbeck virginia woolf a s byatt samual beckett d h lawrence zadie smith salman rushdie v s naipaul nadine
gordimer alice munro chinua achebe j m coetzee and ng�g� wa thiong o and their key works examines the genres and sub genres of fiction in english across the twentieth century including crime fiction sci fi chick lit the noir novel and the avant garde
novel as well as the major movements debates and rubrics within the field such as censorship globalization modernist fiction fiction and the film industry and the fiction of migration diaspora and exile with lively prose and sensitivity to context
this book offers a sweeping authoritative history of the obama presidency focusing particularly on its impact and meaning vis �a vis african americans this interpretative account captures the america that made obama s white house years possible
while at the same time rendering the america that resolutely resisted the idea of a black chief executive thus making conceivable the ascent of his most unlikely of successors now including an excerpt from the devil s mercedes the bizarre and
disturbing adventures of hitler s limousine in america by robert klara coming march 2017 critically acclaimed author robert klara leads readers through an unmatched tale of political ambition and technical skill the truman administration s
controversial rebuilding of the white house in 1948 president harry truman enjoying a bath on the white house s second floor almost plunged through the ceiling of the blue room into a tea party for the daughters of the american revolution a
handpicked team of the country s top architects conducted a secret inspection of the troubled mansion and after discovering it was in imminent danger of collapse insisted that the first family be evicted immediately what followed would be the
most historically significant and politically complex home improvement job in american history while the trumans camped across the street at blair house congress debated whether to bulldoze the white house completely and the soviets exploded
their first atomic bomb starting the cold war indefatigable researcher robert klara reveals what has until now been little understood about this episode america s most famous historic home was basically demolished giving birth to today s white
house leaving only the mansion s facade untouched workmen gutted everything within replacing it with a steel frame and a complex labyrinth deep below ground that soon came to include a top secret nuclear fallout shelter the story of truman s
rebuilding of the white house is a snapshot of postwar america and its first cold war leader undertaking a job that changed the centerpiece of the country s national heritage the job was by no means perfect but it was remarkable and until now all
but forgotten what your teachers never told you about the men of the white house includes reports etc of the society a biography of first lady laura bush retraces her journey from a west texas town to the halls of power in washington this
clever sixteenth century irish mystery featuring mara the brehon offers a tantalizing glimpse into the legal system of another time and place publishers weekly when mara attends the feast of the holy cross at kilnaboy church it is just another
duty in her busy life as brehon of the burren responsible for upholding the kingdom s ancient laws but this special day has drawn the faithful of ireland and pilgrims from across europe for kilnaboy church holds a prized relic a piece of the true cross
inside its tower when the tower catches fire and the relic is destroyed chaos breaks out and mara begins her investigation but before she can round up the many suspects among the frantic crowd including a follower of martin luther who despises
such relics as false idols another crime is committed a naked body is found dead spread eagled in the shape of a cross in the graveyard behind the church sensing a connection between the crimes it is mara s task along with her law school pupils to
find the guilty parties and uphold the power of the law now a gac family original movie media mogul cormac sheenan had no desire to become a family man but when his two year old goddaughter daisy is orphaned he adopts her moving her from
montana to his home in southern california and becomes a devoted single father juggling parenting duties with running his successful publishing tv and radio enterprise but two years later a frightening incident at daisy s school shakes cormac and he
decides to move daisy and his business back to montana where life is simpler and he has family nearby now four precocious daisy strikes up an unlikely friendship with marietta s seasonal santa claus and believes he s the real thing even though
cormac points out to her that this jolly old kris kringle is renting a room at bramble house not living at the north pole daisy s not worried but cormac is as rent a santa has promised his innocent daughter she ll have a mommy for christmas
cormac is livid with kris he s not at all ready to settle down and he s definitely not getting back together with his old flame whitney alder so santa can stop playing match maker as it d take a miracle to make him fall in love never mind marriage
material but that s exactly the kind of miracle our angelic santa claus has planned translated from the original irish find out what s going on any day of the year anywhere across the globe the world s date book chase s is the definitive day by
day resource of what america and the world are celebrating and commemorating from national days to celebrity birthdays from historical anniversaries to astronomical phenomena from award ceremonies and sporting events to religious festivals
and carnivals chase s is the must have reference used by experts and professionals a one stop shop with 12 500 entries for everything that is happening now or is worth remembering from the past completely updated for 2019 chase s also features
extensive appendices as well as a companion website that puts the power of chase s at the user s fingertips 2019 is packed with special events and observances including the international year of the periodic table of chemical elements the transit
of mercury national days and public holidays of every nation on earth celebrations and observances of leonardo da vinci s 500th death anniversary the 100th anniversary of the 1919 world series scandal the 50th anniversary of the apollo 11
moon landing the 200th birthdays of queen victoria and walt whitman the 150th birth anniversary of mohandas gandhi and the 100th birth anniversary of jackie robinson scores of new holidays and national days birthdays of new world leaders
office holders and breakout stars and much more all from the reference book that npr s planet money calls the oxford english dictionary of holidays wonderfully written and a real page turner christina tells a story equally as well as barbara
erskine reader review this stunning and evocative new timeslip novel from the bestselling author of echoes of the runes features an exclusive bonus short story christina s new dual time standalone epic novel hidden in the mists is available to
preorder now brimming with romance adventure and vivid historical detail christina courtenay does for the vikings what diana gabaldon s outlander and clanlans does for scottish history the queen of timeslip romance has done it again a romantic
and compelling read a total page turner sandy barker a brilliantly written timeslip that combines mystery and romance into a compelling and vividly imagined story nicola cornick i loved tempted by the runes christina courtenay is guaranteed to
carry me off to another place and time in a way that no other author succeeds in doing sue moorcroft born centuries apart bound by a love that defied time madison berger is visiting dublin with her family for a viking re enactment festival when she
chances upon a small knife embedded in the banks of the liffey maddie recognises what the runes on the knife s handle signify the chance to have her own adventures in the past maddie only intends to travel back in time briefly but a skirmish in 9th
century dublin results in her waking up on a ship bound for iceland with the man who saved her from attack geir eskilsson has left his family in sweden to boldly carve out a life of his own he is immediately drawn to maddie but when he learns of her
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connection to his sisters in law he begins to believe that fate has played a part in bringing them together amidst the perils that await on their journey to a new land the truest battle will be to win maddie s heart and convince her that the runes
never lie just some of the rich praise for christina courtenay s pacy evocative and romantic echoes of the runes and the runes of destiny out now seals christina courtenay s crown as the queen of viking romance catherine miller this epic romance is
sure to sweep you off your feet take a break an absorbing story fast paced and vividly imagined which really brought the viking world to life pamela hartshorne a love story and an adventure all rolled up inside a huge amount of intricately
detailed well researched history thoroughly enjoyable kathleen mcgurl prepare to be swept along in this treasure of an adventure with a smart courageous heroine and hunky honourable hero at the helm what s not to like kate ryder highly
recommended for lovers of historical romance and timeslips it s another absorbing read 5 stars georgia hill an amazing page turner filled with superb historical detail it had me gripped from the first page to the last i absolutely loved it clare
marchant every story christina courtenay spins is better than the last and every world she creates is more real i loved the runes of destiny sue moorcroft vanity fair 100 years showcases a century of personality and power art and commerce
crisis and culture both highbrow and low in this collection of images that graced the pages of magazine and some published for the very first time from its inception in 1913 through the jazz age and the depression to its reincarnation in the boom
boom reagan years to the image saturated information age vanity fair has presented the modern era as it has unfolded using wit imagination peerless literary narrative and bold groundbreaking imagery from the greatest photographers artists and
illustrators of the day edited by vanity fair editor graydon carter this sumptuous book takes a decade by decade look at the world as seen by the magazine stopping to describe the incomparable editor frank crowninshield and the birth of the jazz
age vanity fair the magazine s controversial rebirth in 1983 and the history of the glamorous vanity fair oscar party the book is a stunning artifact that begets staring less for the words and publishing industry than as an exercise in visual
storytelling reflected through the prism of society and celebrity the best photographers the best designers the best illustrators all came together over vanity fair s contents and the book unfolds in page after page of stunningly rendered images
some iconic and some that never even ran new york times book review see how environmental policy is shaped with environmental politics domestic and global dimensions easy to read and concise this political science text shows you how
environmental problems are identified and how solutions are formulated and implemented with objective and clear explanations of controversies you will gain an understanding of how politics affects policymaking and how that affects progress
toward solving environmental problems coverage of events such as the tsunami in indonesia hurricanes katrina and rita and the 2004 presidential campaign give you insight into the environmental policy behind recent events
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Summary of Cormac O'Brien's Secret Lives of the First Ladies 2022-07-24T22:59:00Z

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 martha washington was the first first lady of the united states and she was married to george washington from 1750 to 1757 she was a very capable woman
but she wasted no time in finding another husband 2 george washington was the first president of the united states and he was also the husband of martha washington martha was a wealthy woman but she was also very charitable and sociable
she helped make her husband and the united states and not just because of her wealth 3 after john custis s death his will was a headache for daniel and martha because it stipulated that his illegitimate son by a slave woman mulatto jack be freed
and inherit a handsome portion of the parke custis fortune

Secret Lives of the First Ladies 2010-07-01

this newly updated collection of biographies showcases all the secrets scandals and trivia from america s first ladies whether she s a leading lady loyal spouse or lightning rod for scandal the first lady of the united states has always been in
the spotlight and in 2017 that was truer than ever this revised and expanded edition from quirk s best selling secret lives series features outrageous and uncensored profiles of the women of the white house from martha washington to melania
trump it comes complete with hundreds of little known politically incorrect and downright wacko facts did you know that dolley madison loved to chew tobacco mary todd lincoln conducted s�ances on a regular basis eleanor roosevelt and
ellen wilson both carried guns jacqueline kennedy spent 121 000 on her wardrobe in a single year betty ford liked to chat on cb radios her handle was first mama and much much more

Secret Lives of the First Ladies 2009

secrets lives of the first ladies features outrageous and uncensored profiles of all the presidents wives from publisher description

Secret Lives of the First Ladies 2017-09-12

these collected biographies on the wacky secrets and scandals of the first ladies of the united states casts american history in a whole new light whether she s a leading lady loyal spouse or lightning rod for scandal the first lady of the united
states has always been in the spotlight and in 2017 that was truer than ever this revised and expanded edition from quirk s best selling secret lives series features outrageous and uncensored profiles of the women of the white house from martha
washington to melania trump it comes complete with hundreds of little known politically incorrect and downright wacko facts did you know that dolley madison loved to chew tobacco mary todd lincoln conducted s�ances on a regular basis
eleanor roosevelt and ellen wilson both carried guns jacqueline kennedy spent 121 000 on her wardrobe in a single year betty ford liked to chat on cb radios her handle was first mama with chapters on every woman who s ever made it to the white
house secret lives of the first ladies tackles all the tough questions that other history books are afraid to ask how many of these women owned slaves which ones were cheating on their husbands and why was eleanor roosevelt serving hot
dogs to the king and queen of england american history was never this much fun in school

Secret Lives of First Ladies 2005-06-02

from the author of our popular secret lives of the u s presidents comes another rambunctious look at white house history and this time women are in the spotlight secret lives of the first ladies features outrageous and uncensored profiles of all
the presidents wives you ll discover that dolley madison loved to chew tobacco mary todd lincoln was committed to an asylum and mamie eisenhower never missed an episode of as the world turns you ll also learn why hillary clinton went to
work for wal mart long before she started campaigning for a higher minimum wage complete with biographics of every first lady secret lives of the first ladies tackles tough questions that other history books are afraid to ask how many of these
women owned slaves which ones were cheating on their husbands and why did eleanor roosevelt serve hot dogs to the king and queen of england american history was never this much fun

What's the Big Deal About First Ladies 2017-01-03

first ladies are more than just wives of u s presidents this fun kid friendly book of trivia and history shows that first ladies help influence america in ways both large and small did you know that mary todd lincoln hated slavery and helped to end
it in america or that edith wilson helped decode secret messages during world war i how about that sarah polk didn t let anyone dance in the white house while she was first lady it s true in addition to being hostesses advocates ambassadors
activists patriots and role models each first lady put her own stamp on the white house and on our country in this fun filled fact filled book you can find out just what made each first lady unique and why they were so important as it turns out
first ladies are a pretty big deal after all this book is perfect for fans of so you want to be president and rad american women from a z rebels trailbalzers and visionaries who shaped our history and our future and is a great entry point to
discussing elections inaugurations and all aspects of the white house with children praise for what s the big deal about first ladies a breezy way to as abigail adams urged remember the ladies kirkus reviews starred review this title does an
excellent job of highlighting the important roles that these women played throughout history a delightful introduction to america s first ladies for elementary u s history collections school library journal packed with interesting facts and
illustrated with style this upbeat overview of america s first ladies will entertain kids intrigued by history booklist
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Journalistic Gender Stereotyping of First Ladies Laura Bush and Hillary Clinton : a Thesis 2005

author s abstract this study investigates media stereotyping of american first ladies laura welch bush and hillary rodham clinton principally using quantitative and qualitative content analysis the research explores the amount and qualities of
time magazine s news coverage during their husband s first terms of office to establish i who between mrs clinton and mrs bush is framed as most often politically active and ii who between them is more negatively stereotyped hypotheses predict
that the most politically active first lady will attract more media coverage and more negative stereotypes both hypotheses were supported by the research which indicate that hillary clinton was framed both as the most politically active and
negatively stereotyped of the two

The American Presidents From Polk to Hayes 2016-01-31

american presidents polk to hayes what they did what they said what was said about them is the second book in a planned five volume series covering all the presidents these 43 men so far have succeeded in some regards and failed in others as they
strove to do the best they could in what is surely one of the most difficult jobs in the world only they can truly appreciate what it takes to be the president others can only speculate people feel strongly about u s presidents some they admire
others they hate it is fair game to criticize a president s actions and policies however questioning their commitment to american ideals seems like hitting below the belt there are no willing villains most people can find justification for their actions
beliefs and prejudices each president strove to do the best he could for the nation and its people this goal of the book is not to praise presidents nor is it to condemn them the subtitle of each of the five books in the series what they did what they
said what was said about them perfectly describes the approach adopted to tell their stories in a unique way meant to entertain as well as inform readers are asked to make their own judgments of the presidencies based on more information that
the semi myths they may recall history courses or what is preached in the many longstanding and despicable negative campaigning mudslinging and character assassination reports they hear from partisans one can find much to admire about each of
the presidents and unfortunately much to deplore soldiers are told that in giving salutes to officers is not honoring the individuals but rather their rank if there are presidents readers just feel they cannot salute hopefully they can salute the
presidency

Rosalynn Carter 2007

a portrait of an ambitious brilliant and hardworking woman it details the many roles rosalynn played in support of president jimmy carter and also documents the ambivalence of the american public to some of her activities

Grover Cleveland's Rubber Jaw and Other Unusual, Unexpected, Unbelievable but All-True Facts About America's Presidents 2012-05-01

from george washington to barack obama this collection of weird and wild but true facts will show you a whole other side of our nation s leaders andrew jackson was married to a bigamist martin van buren wore pistols in the senate chamber in
case things got too rowdy franklin pierce ran over a woman with his horse while in office and was arrested but was released when the police realized he was the president james garfield could simultaneously write greek with one hand and latin with
the other dwight d eisenhower s nickname for his staff driver was private parts barack obama can bench press 200 pounds

How to Win the War on Truth 2022-10-25

made to stick by chip heath meets thing explainer by randall munroe in this illustrated guide to navigating today s post truth landscape filled with real world examples of disinformation campaigns the average person receives 4 000 to 10 000
media messages a day it s no wonder we struggle to separate the news from the noise and fact from fiction but in these unprecedented times it s essential to democracy that we do for anyone struggling to figure out how to live and vote their
values how to win the war on truth is here to help you ll learn the history of propaganda from edward bernays to fox news why simple messages are so powerful how social messaging creates unconscious biases who profits from propaganda
how propaganda is manufactured and delivered directly to you filled with real world examples of disinformation campaigns that impact every citizen and clever illustration how to win the war on truth will help you see the world with clear eyes
for the first time

The Pink Book 2019-10-01

what do we think of when we think pink in this richly illustrated homage to the color artist kaye blegvad explores its significance across history and cultures from gender connotations to product marketing symbols and iconography and more
through engaging mini essays interactive exercises object studies and interviews readers will learn about a vibrant miscellany of pink facts and pink occurrences like iconic applications of the color from elvis s cars to cotton candy or the
etymology of phrases like tickled pink pink slip or rose tinted glasses this ebook will captivate those with a passion for pink and anyone with a curiosity about color

Women in American History [4 volumes] 2017-01-23

this four volume set documents the complexity and richness of women s contributions to american history and culture empowering all students by demonstrating a more populist approach to the past based on the content of most textbooks it
would be easy to reach the erroneous conclusion that women have not contributed much to america s history and development nothing could be further from the truth offering comprehensive coverage of women of a diverse range of cultures
classes ethnicities religions and sexual identifications this four volume set identifies the many ways in which women have helped to shape and strengthen the united states this encyclopedia is organized into four chronological volumes with each
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volume further divided into three sections each section features an overview essay and thematic essay as well as detailed entries on topics ranging from lady gaga to ladybird johnson lucy stone and lucille ball and from the international ladies
of rhythm to the international ladies garment workers union the set also includes a vast variety of primary documents such as personal letters public papers newspaper articles recipes and more these primary documents enhance users learning
opportunities and enable readers to better connect with the subject matter

Are You Prepared for the Storm of Love Making? 2024-02-06

a delightful collection of love letters by american presidents to their wives and lovers revealing an intimate and deeply personal side of our leaders our presidents loom so large in history that we often forget they are human are you prepared for
the storm of love making is a collection of handwritten love letters that offers a surprising and intimate portrait of the men who occupied the white house from george washington to barack obama these are not the presidents we see in history
books instead when they courted the women they wanted to marry or seduced women outside of their marriage they often showed a side the public did not see playful passionate tender consumed by desire some of the letters are incredibly romantic
and surprisingly so it took richard nixon years to convince pat ryan to marry him someday let me see you again in september maybe others will make you blush staid looking woodrow wilson about to return home from a trip warned his wife of ten
years do you think you can stand the unnumerable kisses and the passionate embraces you will receive are you prepared for the storm of lovemaking with which you will be assailed in letters to one of his mistresses warren g harding referred to his
penis as jerry letters which would later be used to blackmail him all the letters show the writer at his most vulnerable we see letters of sorrow written about the death of a child or during a time of separation while the president was away on
the battlefield this beautiful book is a captivating collection of love stories revealing a human side of the men we still honor today

Oval Office Occult 2009-05-01

an entertaining and informative look at our paranormal presidencies bill fawcett author of oval office oddities the discovery channel s a haunting meets the history channel s the presidents inside this collection of strange but true tales of white
house weirdness brian m thomsen offers a series of nonpartisan accounts of spirits specters and supernatural beliefs by and about those who have inhabited the white house readers will learn which u s presidents have claimed to encounter ufos and
which have been connected to ghosts as well as which of our nation s leaders have consulted with fortune tellers or otherwise been associated with other aspects of the occult famous subjects include warren g harding and the curse of the hope
diamond the uncanny similarities between the lives and deaths of john f kennedy and abraham lincoln george washington s visions ronald and nancy reagan s reliance on psychics the haunted homes of dolly madison and rosalyn carter jimmy carter s
ufo sighting hillary clinton s experience with channeling the mysterious curse of tecumseh the secret societies of presidents and much more

The Encyclopedia of Twentieth-Century Fiction, 3 Volume Set 2011-01-18

this encyclopedia offers an indispensable reference guide to twentieth century fiction in the english language with nearly 500 contributors and over one million words it is the most comprehensive and authoritative reference guide to twentieth
century fiction in the english language contains over 500 entries of 1000 3000 words written in lucid jargon free prose by an international cast of leading scholars arranged in three volumes covering british and irish fiction american fiction and
world fiction with each volume edited by a leading scholar in the field entries cover major writers such as saul bellow raymond chandler john steinbeck virginia woolf a s byatt samual beckett d h lawrence zadie smith salman rushdie v s naipaul
nadine gordimer alice munro chinua achebe j m coetzee and ng�g� wa thiong o and their key works examines the genres and sub genres of fiction in english across the twentieth century including crime fiction sci fi chick lit the noir novel and the avant
garde novel as well as the major movements debates and rubrics within the field such as censorship globalization modernist fiction fiction and the film industry and the fiction of migration diaspora and exile

The Black President 2021-10-12

with lively prose and sensitivity to context this book offers a sweeping authoritative history of the obama presidency focusing particularly on its impact and meaning vis �a vis african americans this interpretative account captures the america
that made obama s white house years possible while at the same time rendering the america that resolutely resisted the idea of a black chief executive thus making conceivable the ascent of his most unlikely of successors

The Hidden White House 2013-10-22

now including an excerpt from the devil s mercedes the bizarre and disturbing adventures of hitler s limousine in america by robert klara coming march 2017 critically acclaimed author robert klara leads readers through an unmatched tale of
political ambition and technical skill the truman administration s controversial rebuilding of the white house in 1948 president harry truman enjoying a bath on the white house s second floor almost plunged through the ceiling of the blue room
into a tea party for the daughters of the american revolution a handpicked team of the country s top architects conducted a secret inspection of the troubled mansion and after discovering it was in imminent danger of collapse insisted that the
first family be evicted immediately what followed would be the most historically significant and politically complex home improvement job in american history while the trumans camped across the street at blair house congress debated whether to
bulldoze the white house completely and the soviets exploded their first atomic bomb starting the cold war indefatigable researcher robert klara reveals what has until now been little understood about this episode america s most famous
historic home was basically demolished giving birth to today s white house leaving only the mansion s facade untouched workmen gutted everything within replacing it with a steel frame and a complex labyrinth deep below ground that soon came
to include a top secret nuclear fallout shelter the story of truman s rebuilding of the white house is a snapshot of postwar america and its first cold war leader undertaking a job that changed the centerpiece of the country s national heritage
the job was by no means perfect but it was remarkable and until now all but forgotten
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Secret Lives of the U.S. Presidents 2004

what your teachers never told you about the men of the white house

HSA Heritage Auctions Rare Books Auction Catalog #6030 2009-09

includes reports etc of the society

U.S. News & World Report 2005

a biography of first lady laura bush retraces her journey from a west texas town to the halls of power in washington

The Publications of the Harleian Society 1876

this clever sixteenth century irish mystery featuring mara the brehon offers a tantalizing glimpse into the legal system of another time and place publishers weekly when mara attends the feast of the holy cross at kilnaboy church it is just another
duty in her busy life as brehon of the burren responsible for upholding the kingdom s ancient laws but this special day has drawn the faithful of ireland and pilgrims from across europe for kilnaboy church holds a prized relic a piece of the true cross
inside its tower when the tower catches fire and the relic is destroyed chaos breaks out and mara begins her investigation but before she can round up the many suspects among the frantic crowd including a follower of martin luther who despises
such relics as false idols another crime is committed a naked body is found dead spread eagled in the shape of a cross in the graveyard behind the church sensing a connection between the crimes it is mara s task along with her law school pupils to
find the guilty parties and uphold the power of the law

The Marriage, Baptismal, and Burial Registers of the Collegiate Church Or Abbey of St. Peter, Westminster 1876

now a gac family original movie media mogul cormac sheenan had no desire to become a family man but when his two year old goddaughter daisy is orphaned he adopts her moving her from montana to his home in southern california and becomes a
devoted single father juggling parenting duties with running his successful publishing tv and radio enterprise but two years later a frightening incident at daisy s school shakes cormac and he decides to move daisy and his business back to montana
where life is simpler and he has family nearby now four precocious daisy strikes up an unlikely friendship with marietta s seasonal santa claus and believes he s the real thing even though cormac points out to her that this jolly old kris kringle is
renting a room at bramble house not living at the north pole daisy s not worried but cormac is as rent a santa has promised his innocent daughter she ll have a mommy for christmas cormac is livid with kris he s not at all ready to settle down and
he s definitely not getting back together with his old flame whitney alder so santa can stop playing match maker as it d take a miracle to make him fall in love never mind marriage material but that s exactly the kind of miracle our angelic santa
claus has planned

Laura (America's First Lady) 2002-02

translated from the original irish

Cross of Vengeance 2013-12-20

find out what s going on any day of the year anywhere across the globe the world s date book chase s is the definitive day by day resource of what america and the world are celebrating and commemorating from national days to celebrity
birthdays from historical anniversaries to astronomical phenomena from award ceremonies and sporting events to religious festivals and carnivals chase s is the must have reference used by experts and professionals a one stop shop with 12 500
entries for everything that is happening now or is worth remembering from the past completely updated for 2019 chase s also features extensive appendices as well as a companion website that puts the power of chase s at the user s fingertips
2019 is packed with special events and observances including the international year of the periodic table of chemical elements the transit of mercury national days and public holidays of every nation on earth celebrations and observances of
leonardo da vinci s 500th death anniversary the 100th anniversary of the 1919 world series scandal the 50th anniversary of the apollo 11 moon landing the 200th birthdays of queen victoria and walt whitman the 150th birth anniversary of
mohandas gandhi and the 100th birth anniversary of jackie robinson scores of new holidays and national days birthdays of new world leaders office holders and breakout stars and much more all from the reference book that npr s planet money
calls the oxford english dictionary of holidays

A Christmas Miracle for Daisy 2015-11-22

wonderfully written and a real page turner christina tells a story equally as well as barbara erskine reader review this stunning and evocative new timeslip novel from the bestselling author of echoes of the runes features an exclusive bonus
short story christina s new dual time standalone epic novel hidden in the mists is available to preorder now brimming with romance adventure and vivid historical detail christina courtenay does for the vikings what diana gabaldon s outlander and
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clanlans does for scottish history the queen of timeslip romance has done it again a romantic and compelling read a total page turner sandy barker a brilliantly written timeslip that combines mystery and romance into a compelling and vividly
imagined story nicola cornick i loved tempted by the runes christina courtenay is guaranteed to carry me off to another place and time in a way that no other author succeeds in doing sue moorcroft born centuries apart bound by a love that
defied time madison berger is visiting dublin with her family for a viking re enactment festival when she chances upon a small knife embedded in the banks of the liffey maddie recognises what the runes on the knife s handle signify the chance to have her
own adventures in the past maddie only intends to travel back in time briefly but a skirmish in 9th century dublin results in her waking up on a ship bound for iceland with the man who saved her from attack geir eskilsson has left his family in sweden
to boldly carve out a life of his own he is immediately drawn to maddie but when he learns of her connection to his sisters in law he begins to believe that fate has played a part in bringing them together amidst the perils that await on their journey
to a new land the truest battle will be to win maddie s heart and convince her that the runes never lie just some of the rich praise for christina courtenay s pacy evocative and romantic echoes of the runes and the runes of destiny out now seals
christina courtenay s crown as the queen of viking romance catherine miller this epic romance is sure to sweep you off your feet take a break an absorbing story fast paced and vividly imagined which really brought the viking world to life pamela
hartshorne a love story and an adventure all rolled up inside a huge amount of intricately detailed well researched history thoroughly enjoyable kathleen mcgurl prepare to be swept along in this treasure of an adventure with a smart
courageous heroine and hunky honourable hero at the helm what s not to like kate ryder highly recommended for lovers of historical romance and timeslips it s another absorbing read 5 stars georgia hill an amazing page turner filled with superb
historical detail it had me gripped from the first page to the last i absolutely loved it clare marchant every story christina courtenay spins is better than the last and every world she creates is more real i loved the runes of destiny sue
moorcroft

Cassette Books 1999

vanity fair 100 years showcases a century of personality and power art and commerce crisis and culture both highbrow and low in this collection of images that graced the pages of magazine and some published for the very first time from its
inception in 1913 through the jazz age and the depression to its reincarnation in the boom boom reagan years to the image saturated information age vanity fair has presented the modern era as it has unfolded using wit imagination peerless literary
narrative and bold groundbreaking imagery from the greatest photographers artists and illustrators of the day edited by vanity fair editor graydon carter this sumptuous book takes a decade by decade look at the world as seen by the magazine
stopping to describe the incomparable editor frank crowninshield and the birth of the jazz age vanity fair the magazine s controversial rebirth in 1983 and the history of the glamorous vanity fair oscar party the book is a stunning artifact that
begets staring less for the words and publishing industry than as an exercise in visual storytelling reflected through the prism of society and celebrity the best photographers the best designers the best illustrators all came together over vanity
fair s contents and the book unfolds in page after page of stunningly rendered images some iconic and some that never even ran new york times book review

The Annals of Ireland 1846

see how environmental policy is shaped with environmental politics domestic and global dimensions easy to read and concise this political science text shows you how environmental problems are identified and how solutions are formulated and
implemented with objective and clear explanations of controversies you will gain an understanding of how politics affects policymaking and how that affects progress toward solving environmental problems coverage of events such as the
tsunami in indonesia hurricanes katrina and rita and the 2004 presidential campaign give you insight into the environmental policy behind recent events

The Peerage of England 1779

Glamour 2005

Chase's Calendar of Events 2019 2018-09-30

Good Housekeeping 2003

Tempted by the Runes 2021-12-09

The Fishing Gazette 1896
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Vanity Fair 100 Years 2013-10-15

New York Dramatic Chronicle 1894

New Books on Women and Feminism 2006

Environmental Politics 2007

Burke's Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Peerage, Baronetage and Knightage 1885

Genealogical and Heraldic Dictionary of the Peerage and Baronetage of the British Empire 1885
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